
Grade XII Inter House Competition 

Inter-House competition for the students of class 12 was conducted on 27th March 2019 to showcase the 
musical genius and creativity of the students. One team from each house composed and performed a song 
on a topic of their choice.Though there had been just one winner, but the performance of all the groups was 
commendable with each song possessing a deep and meaningful message.  
The First performance of the Day was by Sapphire House. Their performance on "Phir se uddchalla" truely 
encapsulated the essence of the mistakes we make in the journey in life, and our effort to move ahead and 
learn from those mistakes. This performance had a perfect blend of the lyrical worlds of both English and 
Hindi. This was followed by the performance by the Emerald House; a breath-taking performance on "One 
step at a time", which reflected upon the conscious decisions that we must take in life and its far-reaching 
consequences. This performance also included a special rap bit, which won the hearts of both, the judges 
and the audience.  
The Ruby House performed next with its strong message of the consequences of meaningless war leading 
to hatred and violence. The last Performance was by Topaz House, on the theme of "Procrastination". which 
the audience could relate to. The Performance included a largely English based lyrical scheme. It also 
included a bit of Hindi Rap.            
The students enjoyed this extra-curricular activity that helped to mould their in-built musical talent. Every 
effort was made to outshine each other. It was fascinating to witness all the participants who kept the 
audience enthralled. 
The competition was judged by Ms. Sangeetha and Ms. Parvathy who were impressed by their creativity, 
imagination and innovation. The results, declared by the judges, saw Emerald house as the winner of the 
competition, and Ruby house in the runners-up position. 
This Competition really stirred the musical creativity that the students possessed and was a stress buster 
from their hectic schedules. It was, overall, an enchanting experience and a positive way to begin one’s day. 

Reported by: Gauri Tiwari – XII A 
MadhavanKesavan – XII D 

List of Winners 
 

Sl.No Name Class/Section House 

1 TANISH GOEL XII A Emerald 

2 AANANDI BASU XII A Emerald 

3 AMAN DWIVEDI XII A Emerald 

4 AARON ABRAHAM XII A Emerald 

5 RAMYASREE NETI XII B Emerald 

6 SRI SATYA LAKSHMI SAHITI SATTI XII A Emerald 

7 ANKITHA KASHYAP XII B Emerald 

    

 
  



Runner’s Up List 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Sl.No Name Class/Section House 

1 SINDHU RAJE SURYAH MUTYALA XII B Ruby 

2 K. SRAVANTHI XII C Ruby 

3 KARTHEEK VEGESANA XII D Ruby 

4 RAHUL MILIND XII B Ruby 

5 MEHULI DAS XII D Ruby 

6 ANUSHREE MUNDHADA XII C Ruby 

7 SHREYA CHALLAWAR XII C Ruby 

8 NAVYA KORUPOLU XII A Ruby 


